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The end of the invasion of Europe and North America is pegged to the death of the dollar and 
the collapse of the re-hypothecated bond markets. At that point ALL the NGOs (operated out 
of Israel), and all the blackmail schemes on polit icians also end. No more purchasing power in 
the dollar = no more power in the Biden Regime/WEF/Democrats/NATO, et al. 

At that point, the invaders will be facing a real tough time. NO MONEY and NO GOVT support 
(gov't will be collapsing itself), and NO native power base. The vast majority of muslim 
immigrants in the UK require govt financial assistance. Same with all the invaders here in N. 
America.  

In addition, the U.N. will collapse, rapidly. Probably Russia is not going to step up to pay UN rent 
nor supply the blue helmets. 

Cultivate a local power base. Learn to grow what foods you may. Accumulate productive 
assets. 

When it all pops off, the invaders will be in a very precarious position. More so here in USA, than 
elsewhere, but think about it. A hostile population, no money, nor local resources at a productive 
community level (how many muslims in UK or France or Belgium are farmers? Food is power.), 
and in the case of the USA, the hostile population is heavily armed, and ammo'd up. 
Not an enviable position, and does not forecast a peaceful future of integration.

If, and that is a BIG IF, we are to take the ALTA report timing clues for the manifestation of 
some of the language in the form of the food riots, then the process of fiat currency death, and 
fiat system collapse could be starting this Summer.
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